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Collecting feedback via personal email invitations with ezySurvey.com
You compile a list of email addresses of the
people (e.g. Customers, opinion panel, etc)
you want to participate to your survey (to
answer your questionnaire).
Usually you can get such a list by exporting
the email addresses of your e.g. Customers
directly from your CRM / management / ERP
or Accounting system.
You copy and paste this list of email
addresses to the ezySurvey.com and you
click on Save.
“..ezySurvey.com
is sending emails..”

ezySurvey.com
emails
a
personal
invitation to each email address that invites
the recipient to answer the questionnaire
electronically.
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Each recipient receives the invitation (as a
postcard, thank you letter, etc) in the Inbox of
their personal email address.
Note that due to the fact that the email
invitations are personal, only the people who
invited will answer your questionnaire.

Then the recipient clicks on the invitation in
order to start answering to the questionnaire
via the Web.
“..user clicks on the
invitation..”
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ezySurvey.com shows them the electornic
version of your questionannaire (survey).
The person responds to the questions of your
questionnaire and finally submits their
feedback electronically.

“..user
submits
their
answers
electronically..”

Once the feedback is sent, the invitation is
considered delivered and it cannot be used
again (e.g. for answering the same
questionnaire twice).

Your panels’ ratings / comments /
suggestions / etc are sent electronically to
your ezySurvey.com account for further
analysis and reporting
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Benefits of collecting feedback via personal email invitations with
ezySurvey.com
 Save time:
o by transferring the data entry job you are doing now to the
people who will respond to the questionnaire.
o by letting ezySurvey.com distributing your questionnaire instantly
to the people you want to answer it.
 Save money by cutting on printing costs of paper surveys while
using environmental friendly practices (something your customers
must know about!)
 Faster response times: 1.000 email invitations can be sent in 10
seconds
 Faster results: you will start collecting answers to your questionnaire
even within the same hour after you sent the invitations.
 Impressive feedback mechanism that enhances your company’s
image
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Contact ezySurvey.com now at
www.ezysurvey.com/contact_us_en.asp

Thank you for your interest on ezySurvey.com services
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